EasySurveyor

Web Survey Software

Create your own surveys on the web with EasySurveyor. Share and recycle the survey in
the working team. The survey can easily be made to your own unique design.
EasySurveyor contains a powerful project-management to control present surveys, quick-watch status, which has
answered etc. EasySurveyor exports the result directly to Microsoft Excel. Get the result presented in diagrams,
data etc.
This program is excellent for intern and extern surveys in an organization.

Design
Create your own designed survey with the simple design-tool. Control
the progress of how your survey looks like at the web while you work
with it. To make easy and speed up things, use the programs templates.
The design-possibilities are powerful in EasySurveyor. Insert all kinds of
pictures, films, sounds to help-text sections.
Each question can be made obligatory to avoid unfinished surveys.

Powerful & Flexible
Created surveys are stored in a database. The user decides if the access
should be shared alone or by the workgroup.
The catalog-structure is free like in Microsoft Windows.
It is possible for the user to choose access to just one tool. For example
the design-tool or the analyze-tool.

Valuation & Analyze
To make a research you choose what survey to be used/answered, and
if the survey should be dedicated to a number of people or open for all
to answer. EasySurveyor generates a unique link with the survey in
each mail to the selected persons.
During a research in progress, it is possible to watch status on answerfrequency, who answered and send remind mails.
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Scaleable
EasySurveyor contains one server and one database part. Both parts are
installed on a Webb-hotel. The client part is installed at the surveydesigners local computer.
Customers can also use Pepto Systems own Webb-server. You will be
ready to start your first Webb survey within 5 minutes!!!

Wide application area
EasySurveyor is making it easy to make Surveys for: Health, staff,
customers or marketing.
The research can be made and valued in a very short notice. This will
give great effect on the company economy and it will get fast feedback
from your organization.
Use EasySurveyor as a tool to get better market-knowledge, know your
staff's opinion and taking care of your customers etc.

Support
Visit EasySurveyors own webpage at www.easysurveyor.com. Keep
yourself updated with news and upgrades.

Tehcnical Requirement
EasySurveyor Client

ES-Server

-

-

Microsoft Windows 98/NT/2000/XP
64 MB System memory
Standard Internet-Connection
Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher
20 MB free space

Microsoft Windows 2000/XP/2003 Server
64 MB System memory (128 MB recommended)
Net Framework 1.1
Microsoft IIS 6.0
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